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Report of the President
=======================

Web pages:
     First quarter of 2009: Daniel Mueller (our press officer) and I collected offers
     from web page developers and selected one to set up our new web page. We
     made up a contract and contacted EPS (D. Lee) on how to pay for this.
     The web pages are being further developed.

March 2009: I wrote the ACC report (on our conferences with or without SPD/EPS 
     involvement) and I submitted it to Olaf Scholten.
     I also wrote our annual SPD report and submitted it to A. di Virgilio.

27-28 March 2009: I attended the EPS Council meeting in Bad Honnef where I reported
    on the developments in our new SPD in the 'Meeting with Divisions and Groups'.

Collaboaration with EAS:
    March-April 2009 + September 2009: frequent Email contacts with EAS (J. Krautter and P. 

Melville)
    to setup an official collaboration with EAS. The committee met the EAS officials
    in April in Hatfield (at the Jenam2009 meeting) and edited an agreement for a 
    Joint Solar Physics Group of EAS and EPS. The agreement was discussed and commented 
    by the whole ESPD board and modified accordingly. A new draft was sent to EAS in 
    June 2009. The EAS Council discussed it by telecon and made substantial modifications. 
    New discussions in the ESPD board (mainly by Email) resulted in a next draft
    in September 2009. This draft was submitted to EPS. Recently (January 2009) the 
    EAS Council discussed this draft and suggested a few minor modifications.
    THis new draft of the agreement is now to be approved by the EPS Council.

Statutes and bylaws:
     April-May 2009: Manolis (mainly) and I collaborated to set up the draft of our
     new SPD statutes and bylaws. We took the AAS/SPD satutes and bylaws as
     a good example and took over whatever we liked and left out what we didn't
     like. The draft statutes were then submitted to the SPD board and 
     Manolis took the comments into account. The statutes and bylaws have been 
     submitted to EPS (in June) and we await the approval by the EPS Council.


